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My Journey so far…..

► Nat West Management Development clerk

► Entrepreneur- owned a Health & Fitness studio

► Joined Mercury communications and embarked on

my technical career……..

Became “ one” of the boys !
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Why are ‘diversity’ & Inclusiveness…….. 

So Important
to the success

of industry today? 
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The diversity and inclusiveness culture 
change continuum at EY

Inclusiveness
Leveraging differences to achieve better business results; creating an environment where all people feel, and are, valued.

Diversity
All differences matter.

Framework adapted for EY from The Guide for Inclusive Leaders, by Joerg Schmitz and Nancy Curl. (Princeton Training Press, 2006)

► Thinking style
► Leadership style
► Gender
► Diverse abilities/ disabilities
► Country of origin 
► Service line 
► Location 
► Ethnicity
► Education and work experience
► Religious background
► Sexual orientation
► Generation
► Socioeconomic background
► Other differences



Why D&I?
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High performing teams
are those which:

win in the market

have a mix of diversity, perspectives and skills

are managed effectively

are engaged and productive
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Gender equality

At EY we are working hard to ensure these statistics are not reflected in our 
workplace.
► Commitment to gender targets
► Bi-annual review of pay
Gender equality is achieved when people are able to access and enjoy the same 
rewards, resources and opportunities regardless of whether they are a woman or 
a man.

► The national gender pay gap has increased to 18.2% (up from 17.6% last year).
► This figure shows us that, overall, women earn significantly less than men, which has significant impact on 

their financial security over their lifetimes. 
(Source: WGEA Gender workplace statistics, Aug 2014)
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Why do we care about gender diversity? 

► Gender equality attracts top talent
► Gender equality can reduce expenses
► Companies with gender equality perform better
► Gender equality improves national productivity 
► Gender inequality wastes resources

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=female leader&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=R5ovjseKoSAPvM&tbnid=x_eybJP0I_fEmM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.scilogs.com/allotrope/how-women-at-the-top-change-the-game/&ei=fTnoUdS6BYzXPYD1gOAC&bvm=bv.49478099,d.ZWU&psig=AFQjCNGX-mUUGJ9WJiLFZ7QVGOOI6GM4GA&ust=1374259951441834
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Do you see a young woman or an old woman? Is this a man playing a saxophone or do you see a lady’s 
face? 

What is this? A native chief or an Eskimo?

Unconscious bias 
Unconscious bias thrives wherever there is the possibility of interpreting information in different ways…



Thank you

Any questions?


